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Lab4U is democratizing science education by providing teachers 

and learners an experiential technology platform to perform 

inquiry-based science experiments all over the world. Lab4U’s 

products use smartphone technology to turn them into pocket labs 

and help educators plan and teach rigorous, inspiring science 

classes based on scientific inquiry and exploration.

We’re solving the crisis in science education (low scientific literacy 
and interest in STEM careers), which has its roots in a lack of lab 
infrastructure and teachers who do not have sufficient time, 
support, and resources to teach inquiry-based science classes. 
Science Education is expensive as it requires lab infrastructure 
that most schools worldwide can’t afford. Teachers don’t have the 
right tools to teach and students end up with a low- scientific 
literacy index. In Latin America, 88% of the schools don’t have any 
lab equipment and unfortunately schools throughout the world 
don’t have the right tools to tackle 21st Century Skills for the 
future of the workforce. Lab4U’s total addressable market is US$ 
10.65 B which includes students through 3rd to 12th grade in the 
United States, LatAm (+ Spain and Portugal), English speaking 
countries, India and China.

PRODUCT AND SERVICES

Lab4U products target students and teachers at the inflex point 
where STEM education can radically change their career choices. 
Lab4U’s suite of products includes Lab4Physics, Lab4Chemistry and 
Lab4Biology (in development) which are designed for use in high 
school and introductory-level university science courses, and use 
built- in mobile sensors to turn smartphones into experiential 
science labs. Lab4Science (in development) is designed for late 
elementary and middle schoolers. Each product includes the 
following components: Subject-specific mobile app, Teacher Portal, 
professional development and a learning dashboard with usage 
metrics for decision makers.

KEY ASSUMPTIONS 
OVER VALUATION

Lab4U’s technology is patented, scalable, innovative and has proven 
impact. With a robust product with 5 years of R&D, Lab4U is ready 
to scale it’s sales process. Lab4U in on track for 2019 sales target 
(US$ 250,000) which includes one product (Lab4Physics) while 
adding Lab4Chemistry and targeting the US, Lab4U sales target for 
2020 is US$ 1,5000,000 and US$ 5,000,0000 for 2021. After 
dominating local markets (LatAm and USA) new markets include 
English Speaking countries and Asia.

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
 & COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

Lab4U’s competitive advantage lies in 3 main areas: 1) Integrated 
solution that combines hands-on learning experience that 
combines built-in sensors, strong student- and teacher-facing 
content with teacher support. 2) Product efficacy and impact is 
validated by a third-party through a Randomized Controlled Trial 
with 4,8K students. 3) Patented technology in colorimetry for 
Lab4Chemistry . Competitors such as Vernier and Pasco sell 
traditional lab equipment and in their mobile versions offer a sub- 
par UI/UX. Virtual labs like Late Nite Labs or Labster simulate the 
experience of experimentation and use a similar SaaS model, 
however they do not ensure a hands-on learning experience with 
real sensor data.
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PROBLEM & THE MARKET

Lab4U’s customers are education professionals and 
administrators seeking to give their students access to technology 
and methodologies for inquiry-based science learning to increase 
academic achievement, motivation, and interest to continue 
education in STEM-related fields. They seek to save money and 
time, compared to cost of traditional lab equipment and planning, 
and understand the importance of experimentation and 
inquiry-based learning.
Lab4U combines a top-down B2B SaaS model with educational 
service delivery. In its current phase, Lab4U will be strengthening 
its sales team to target schools in the United States. The business 
model sells access to Lab4U’s four solutions--Lab4Physics, 
Lab4Chemistry, Lab4Biology, and Lab4Science. There is an annual 
fee for each solution, which includes access to the subject-specific 
mobile app and to content on Lab4U �s Teacher Portal. Schools 
can also access Professional Development and support service for 
the duration of implementation for an additional fee. Lab4U 
charges an annual fee per student, with prices ranging from of 
US$ 15 to US$ 30 (depending on number of students, country, and 
specific client requirements). In order to increase our reach for 
this subscription model, Lab4U has a freemium model with 
limited features and a 14-day free trial to engage teachers who will 
go on to purchase.
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